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1. Introduction

Van! Dam (27 ‘0 E. 20’58’ S) is situated on the elevated plateau which forms
the interior of South Africa and is a little less than 1500 in above sea level. The
sources of most- of the streams and rivet-s flowing into the clam arc about- 2000 m
above sea level: though some of them flow more than 300 km before reaching
the impoundment. The physical geography of the Vaal Dam eatelunent there
fore stands in marked contrast to that of other South Africa-n catchments in
which extensive sur’-cvs of the rivorine bcnthic fauna have been made (.1-LUiRT—
SON 1964: OnIl? 1960). Indeed the author is not aware of a study of a similar
river system On a high-lying interior plateau anywhere.
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From the Great Berg River study HARRIsoN & ELswon’rn (1958) concluded
that the upper river fauna was limited to this part of the river by high summer
temperatures. Lv increasing silt loads during floods and also by the deposition
of silt after floods in the low-er zones. Species found in the lower river could
tolerate summer temperatures and silting. Some of them were limited to the
lou-er regions Lv their food requirements. From his study of the Tugela River,
Otxn (1900) concluded that it was mainly temperature which was responsible
for the faunal zonation. though in his study of the Mooi River (OLivE & KING
19134) lie placed greater emphasis on the importance of other factors, among
whichheinehidecl silt, current speed and changes in the nature of the substratum.

In the Vaal Dam eatehment temperature changes along the course of rivers
u-crc not large. but there was considerable variation in the silting of the river
beds. As the eatelnuent lies in an area with a clear-cut rainy season and as
there is considerable soil erosion in places, there is a seasonal variation in the
accrual of sedimentary material to water courses and also in its transport. TIns
paper is a coat nbution to our understanding of the variation of the fauna of
three biotopes. stones—in_current stony baekw-aters and marginal vegetation,
in relation to silting.

2. j[c-thod.g a ad apparatus

a) Fieid
Sampling points were established on the streams and rivers of the area (Fig. 1). Daring

a preliminary study all sampling points were visited and the fauna of the stones-in-current,
marginal vegetation and cccli meat biotopes is-as collected. This p~’1i mi no I3~ study lasted
from September 1958 to Febrna ry 19.59 and (luring this period monthly samples ‘vere
c-oh leeteci froni Stations I to 14, the remaining sampling points being ‘-isited as opport titut
arose. It u-as then decided that detailed studies should be made in the Vaal. Klein Vaa I
and Wateryal Rivers and the Kafferspruit. and from July 1959 to October 19130 sampling
of these streams was carried out at more ci- less monthly intervals. Finally in August 1961
samples “-el-c collected from most of the other sampling points in the eatehnient. so that
sampling points siet-e visited at least once in the summer and once in t lie u-inter. Sn nip! i rig
points are show-n in Figure 1. Their precise position is given elsewhere (CnUTTEn 1967,
Table 11).

A one square foot Surber sampler (SURnER 1930) u-as used to collect the stones-in-current
fauna. but where the water was deep eaougli to eo’-er the upright frame of the Surber
sampler. a hand net of 2-5 em (10 ins) diameter was used. Stony backwater and marginal
vegetation hictopes ‘vere sampled ~vit h the hand net - In the marginal vegetation the ha ad
net was swept vigorously back and forth so that each area of vegetation sampled “as
covered twice, once in each direction. Esti,nates of the length of the fringe of vegetation
sampled were made. The netting used for biological field sampling “-as bolting silk u-itht
~3 meshes/em and an average dista nec between threads of 0.29 am in.

Water samples for chemical analysis “-crc collected in dark screw cap glass bottles follow.
ing standard procedure and stored in an insulated ice box until arrival at the laboratory
where they were immediately placed in a cold room.

Temperatures were measured in the field with a mnereui-v thermometer in flowing water
where possible. but at sampling points illiere there was no perceptible flow the bitl b of the
hermorneter was held about 5 cia belo’s- the “-a tei- surface. Current speeds were measured

only in the stones.in-eurrent and an Ott Laboratory 3linor propehlor driven meter “as used.
pH was measured in the field initially with a portable glass electrode meter. TIns proved
to he unreliable a ad isas subsecjuenth- repla cccl u-i thu a Lovi bond eonupara tor used with
cli orophenol red, hi-oino-thyinoj blue. phenol red and thvinol blue indicators covering the
pH range of 48 to 9.6.
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Oxygen absorbed from l(\tnO1 was determined b the method of the South African Bureau
of Standards (1951)

J(jtldalil nitrogen was determined by the methods given in ..Standard methods for the
examination of water. sewage & industrial wastes’’. American Public Health Association.
New York. 10th edition 1955.
Methods used for analysis of biological saniples were based on a subsampling technique

described by ALLAN50N and REunion (1961) and were the same as those used in an earlier
stiodi- (CnunER, 1963).

3. The environment

a) General description of the eatchment of Vaal Dam

The eatehment of Vaai Dam covers about 38,000 scj km of the southern
Transvaal arid north.eastern Orange Free State. The greater part of the area is
gently-rolling oountrvlving between 1,450 m (4,750feet) and 1,753 in (5,750 feet)
above sea level (Fig. 1). The lugh lying ground of the eatehment is in the south
east and south, where a tributary of the Wilge Rh-er rises on the northern slopes
of Mont-aux-Sources. whose eastern slopes carry the heaciwater streams of the
Tugela River studied by OLin’ (1960). The western, northern anti north-eastern
boundaries of the oatohnient are not mountainous, so that the rivers which risc
in these parts do not fall steeply from their sources (Fig. 2, Vaal, Kafferspruit
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Fig. 2. Profiles of Yaal Dam eatehment streams and rivers, showing the position of samp
ling points. Broken lines have been used where one river might be confused with another.

and \Vaterval Rivers). The two main water courses in the eatehment are the
Wilge River. which rises in the south anti flows northwards, anti the Vaal River
which rises in the east anti flows west wards (Fig. 1). Their important tributaries
a ic named in Figure 1

Geological format ions of the Karroo System, namely the Ecea - J3eaufort and
Storniberg Series: underlie nearly the whole of the eatehnient (Dv Tory. 19:54).
The distribution of these series is eioseiy related to the topography of the area,
the highest lying ground belonging to the Storrnberg Series. A characteristic
feature of the Karroo System is the occurrence of numerous intrusive dvkes

laternationsto Revue, 13~0. 55, 1]
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and sills of igneous rock known as Karroo Dolerite. This dolerite is less easily
eroded than the sedimentary rocks of the Karroo System with the result that
nearly all the runs. stiekles and cascades (ALLEN 1951) in the streams and rivers
of the Vaal Dani Catehnient are found where the water courses cut nt rough
dolerite dvkes or where sills are exposed in their beds.

On the foothills of the mountains along the south-eastern border of tin Vaal
Dam Cateitinent the soils are more sandy and the horizons thicker than in the
northern part of the area (vkN DER MERWE, 1941). These differences in soil
characteristics have an important bearing on the type of sediments found in
water courses.

The eatchinent lies in a summer rainfall area and 80 to 85 per cent of the
annual precipitation occurs between October and March (W’eatlier Bureau 1~.54).
Tn the soul h and east of the ca.tchment there are limited areas where the annual
rainfall is up to 1500 mm (60 ills), but over most of the eatchmeut it ranges
between 600 and 800 miii. The reliability of the rainfall is high by South African
standards, the annual rainfall varying from 60 per cent to about 160 per cent
of the normual rainfall. Over 90 per cent of the summer rain falls from thunder
storms which often yield heavy downponrs of short duration. In most ,vintei.s
there. are falls of snow on the mountains to the south and south-east 0f the
catehinent.

Fig. 3. Dai lv variation in the flow of t lie Van’ River at Standerton in the Sit ninier
(iret season I and in tile ~Vi ntcr (dry season). (1 cusee equals 28.32 litres per second t.
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During the summer, flows of the streams and rivers fluctuate widely and
rapidly due to the thunderstorm origin of the rain (Fig. 3). After the summer,
flows are far less variable and show a gradual decrease from the end of the rainy
season through the dry winter until the rains commence again.

Over the greater part of the Vaal Dam catchment human activities are mainly
directly concerned with, or dependent on, agriculture. Extensive areas in the
Vaal and lower Wilge valleys are cultivated. In the more hilly country there is
mainly stock farming. The larger towns in the area, Bethlehem, Harrismith,
Ernielo and Standerton, have all attracted secondary industries, such as milk
processing and textile manufacturing. There are gold mines in the area between
Leslie and Kinross and coal mines in the Ermelo district and near Balfour.

b) A zonation of the streams and rivers

Moos (1939) suggested that rivers could be divided into three major regions
on the basis of the amount of silt deposited in their beds. The upper reaches of
a river, where the profile is steep, forms the erosion zone. Here the stream bed
is stony and deposition of silt and sand is at a minimum. This is followed by an
intermediate zone in which the profile is less steep and areas of erosion and
deposition alternate. Finally there is the deposition zone where the profile of
the river is nearly flat and where silt is deposited. The zonation of the streams
and rivers in the catchinent of Vital Darn has been based on Moos’s description
of rivers. The zones recognised were the Source Zone, the Eroding Zone, the
Stable Depositing Zone, the Unstable Depositing Zone and two special eases.
the Mnddy and the Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones. Conditions
in cacti of these zones are described below, the descriptions being based largely
on the VaaI and the Klein Vaal Rivers.

The Source Zone.
In the whole study area the sources of only twc rivers, the Vaal and the Klein VanI, were

visited. The sources of both rivers are sponges front which water drains into unaildy bottom
ed poois. In the summer the pooi at the head of the Vaal was succeeded byn grassy furrow
through which the water flowed into another pool, and so on until the stream was out of
sight. Ta the winter, the dry season, these pools of irater persisted but were no longer
connected by a surface flow of waiter. Sponges were probably the usualsourees of streams
and rivers in the Vaal Darn catehment. The sponge and pools at the headwat cr5 of strea ins
have been called the Source Zone. Station 1. on the Vnal River, “-as the only sampling
point in (his zone.

The Frothing Zone.

Eroding Zone conditions were found in the Klein Vaal River at Station 21 a (Fig. 4).
There were no semi.aquatie or fully aquatic maeroplly tes because the si i-cant bed was
stony. and there ~~-ere no banks of silt or sand on which such vegetation might take root.
Pools were deep and the st rca an bed was filled by this winter çth-y season) flow. I a addition
to Station 21 a. Stations 22. 21 a. 24. 25, 26. 33, 9 and 43 ~‘crc also on sr rca ins in their
Eroding Zones.

The Stable Depositing Zone
At Station 21 on the Klein VaaI River. the first sampling point downstream from Station

21 a tl-lg. 1). deposition led started to take place. Where mud or gravel occurred in the
strea iii bed there was Pokn,oqe(ofl ilauabcryU C11a31. & ScIELECTIN DL. in the flowing water.
and .Vihllo sp.. Cra.csulq iiufti us iso xii. amid Layau-o-4phofl sp. in the quieter parts ._-\ iiiOs5,
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Fig. 4. The Klein VaaI River at Station 21a. Eroding Zone. The stream bed is stony and
there is no aquatic vegetation.

Fissedens capeiisis (CM.) Beorir.. grew on many of the stones t the current. There were
sentiaquatie plants, predominantly Cypencs frsliyiutus R0TTIS. on the banks of the stream
(Pig. o). Pools were again stony bottomed. bitt the stones on the bottom of the poois were
covered by a thin layer of line silt. The dry season flow was sufficient to fill the strea,n
bed. Stable Depositing Zones with plantgrowths as profuse and varied as those at Station2l
were found nowhere else in the streams and rivers of the study area. 1-lowever, Station 2 a
(on the Vaal River) and Si ation 10 (on the ~Vilge River) can be considored as belonging to
this zone. At 1,oth these points there was rather more deposition titan at Station 21. but
there was fringing semi-aquatic vegetation and some fully aquatic plants.

Fig. 5. The Klein Thai River at Station 21. Stable Depositing Zone. There is a well-
defined gi’owt Ii of fringing emergent vegetation and also a lot of fully aquatic vegetation,

some of it trailing in the strea in in the centre faregroti nd.

29
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Fig. 0. The Vaal River at Station ~a. Unstable Depositing Zone. The only aqtmtie or
semi-aquatic vegetation is the Sci’-pvs growing on tile small islands,

The Unstable Depositing Zone.
This zone was the low-erniost in the eatehment of ThaI Darn, it was eharacterised by

extensive sand and mud banks devoid of higher plants, in the river beds Marginal aquatic
plants Were scarce and limited mainly to Scirpws sp.. a tough plant which was most often
found growing on stony islands (Fig. ii). The dry season flow was not sufficient to fill the
river beds and sand and mud banks were exposed. while there was usually a fringe of mud
at tire water’s edge (Fig. 7). The Vani River downst reani from between Stations 2 a and 3

c
I
[

Fig. 7. ‘rho W’iige River at Station 13. Unstable Depositimur Zone. showing tin’ lack ot
fringing vegetation.
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The High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones.
These zones occurred i it parts of rivers where stream profiles and the general topography

of ihestlrrou nding countryside suggested that Eroding or Stable Depositing Zones shoti] d
have been found. There were two types recognised, 3[ucldv and Sandy.

The Muddy High-king Unstable Depositing Zone.
At Station 19. the profile of the Kafferspruit falls gently (Fig. 2).and there was an nausu—

ally large deposition of very fine silt. The tops of stones out af the current were covered
by a layer of silt up to a ccitt met ic thick and a hand operated Eknian grab would sink into
the muddy bottom until it disappeared. There was ;‘ery little sand in the river bed. There
were no fully submerged aquatic plants. such as Polo nzoqe(on sp. and Lagarosiphon sp.. but
there was a more or less continuous fringe of semi-aquatic plants on the banks of the stream.
There was no othersanipling point where conditions were similar to those found at Station 19.

The Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone.
In the soth bern part of the st udv area there was a number of st reams of comparatively

steep profile with beds typical of the Unstable Depositing Zone. These were the Kotnntando—
spruit at Stations ~30 (Fig. 8) and 31, the 3[olen River at Stations 34 and 14 (Fig. 9). the
Klerksprtiit at Station 40 antI the Elands River at Station 39 (Fig. 10). Figure 10 clearly
shows the particularly severe silting of the Elands River, whose bed had reached a stage
where pools were coinplel ely obliterated. Further upstream at Station 38 the bed of the
river consisted of small round 1,~bbles between which there was sand and silt. Pools were
gradually being filled with these pebbles and there was marked bank erosion.

The key factors governing the zonation of rivers following Moox are the
profile of the river and the resultant speed with which the water flows. Where
the river falls slowly current stpeeds are low and suspended material is deposited,

- -

-2 ~~.,.ete —
;-, ç_ -‘ ‘4

rs- t~tC4r
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-~ .2

Fig. 8. The Koniniandospruit at Station 30. Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone.
The only stones visihle in the stream bed were those near the nan .an d they li~td I teem’ ptt

there to make a drift.
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Fig. 9. The 3tolen River at Station 14. Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone. The
sand bank to the right of the photograph appeared between December 1933 and February

1939.

• ~%%_t~-~ -

•

Fig. 10. The Elands River at Station 39. Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone.
The entire river bed is sand and t mere is no vegetation in it.
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hut it would appear that I lie a mounts of suspended material were not as great
in the rivers cited liv MooN as they are in the eatehment of Vaal Dam. Soil
erosion, in addition to profile and current speed. is obviously another key factor
in tin’ Vaal Dam catelinient .[n the Cnstable Depositing Zones soil has been
carried into the watereourses Ibster thai it can be I ransported downstream,
but this has not led to conditions comparable to MoONs deposition zones, which
should rca ilv be compared with the St able Depositing Zone. The paucity of
iuaerophrl ic vegetation in the Unsta ble Depositing Zones is due to the severity
of floods, the associated high turbidity of the water and the movement of the
sediments which occur during floods. Vliere dams. weirs and sometimes dolerite
sills resulted in some stability in the river beds in the Unstable Depositing
Zones, fringing semiaquatic plants appeared on the river banks. As might be
expected. the type of sediment found in the stream beds was related to the
distribution of soil types in the study area. The Muddy High-lying Unstable
Depositing Zone was found in a stream where the soils are less sandy and the
Sand~’ High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone occurred where the soils were
more sandy.

c) Seasons of biological importance
Inspection of the biological data revealed that the greatest changes in the

composition of the fauna oceurred with the first summer spates in the streams
anti rivers. Spring and autumn pass very quickly in the Vaal Dam catehment.
For purposes of describing seasonal changes in the fauna, the year has therefore
been divided into the following three seasons:
1. Winter — from late April to August. This is a period during which spates
very seldom occur and flows gradually decline from their summer peaks. The
water becomes clear and growths of diatoms and other algae appear.
2. Dry Early Summer — from September until widespread and heavy summer
rains. fn 1938 and 19(10 the summer rains came after the October field trip,
bitt in 1959 they were later, coming after the November field trip. Water
temperatures rise during this period, the water is clear to slightly cloudy, flows
are low and steady and growths of algae are greatest.
3. Summer — from the first summer rains to early April. Flows fluctuate
widely and rapidly, the water does not lose its turbidity in the lower reaches of
the rivers, and algae are virtually absent.

ci) Water temperature

2~owlieme in the Vaal Dam eatchment were water temperatures under continu
ous observation. and readings made on field trips are the only data available.
Since these were not made simultaneously they can only be used to show the
bro,ader trends of temperature change iii the streams and rivers of the area.
It should, however, lie borne in mind that far more visits were made to sampling
points on the Vaal River and its north bank tributaries and to the Klein Vaal
River than to other parts of the eatchment, so that mean temperatures (Table 1)
are weighted in favour of conditions iii these parts. Mean temperatures were
always lowest in the Source Zone (Table 1). In tim Eroding Zone I hey were
usually as high as tile)’ were in the Unstable Depositing Zone, but the water was
cooler iii the Stable Depositing Zone, which lies between the Eroding and Un—



Table 1 . A summary of water temperatures iii degrees Centigrade, recorded
in streams and rivers in the Vaal Darn Catchment, season by season. Th~
number of measurements on which the mean is based is shown in brackets after

the mean.

stable Depositing Zones, than in either of these two zones. This apparent
temperature anomaly was not clue to the sequence in which the sampling points
were visited or to the time of day when temperatures were measured. The
Stable Depositing Zone was a zone where poois tended to be rather deep and
there was some shading of tile rivers by trees at Stations 21 and 10, two of the
three sampling points in this zone. There was little difference between the mean
temperatures recorded from the Eroding and the High—lying Unstable Depositing
Zones. Seasonal temperature changes were obvious and the Dry Early Summer
was a warm season.

Some of the temperature extremes are worthy of comment. ‘l’he highest
Winter temperature was recorded from the Source Zone when the flow had
ceased. The highest Summer temperature was recorded from a stream in the
Sandy High—lying Unstable Depositing Zone, where the water was shallow and
meandering over a sandy bed. Winter miuinuun temperatures were nearly as
low in the Unstable Depositing Zone as they ivere anywhere else in the study
area. The low temperature after a hailstorm shows the large temperature
fluctuations to which the fauna may be exposed. Such changes may take place
very quickly

On two occasions water temperatures ‘veie measured at hourly intervals for
t weurv.fou r hon rs. an ci these records i ndica t e the (Ia i ly range of temn perat ii ic

variation under normal weather conditions. At Station 4 in mid April the
temperature ranged from 15.0 °C to 21.6°C and at Station 17 in early September
it ranged from 13.5 °C to 18.2 °U’

In conclusion the ~-a nat ion in Inca fl teinpirat u ‘es front zone to zone was
small, though individual temperature readings Varied considerably. Mean tent—
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and also how the concentrations of ions increased.
and Wilge Rivers. MALAN was unable to show that
nature of the water due to the geological formations
During the zoological studies MALAN’s work was

extended over a greater area and also by the determination of pH, ammonia,
nitrites, nitrates, Kjeldahl nitrogen and oxygen absorbed in 4 hours from
KMnO1. Analysis results have been recorded in detail in CTIUTTER (1967).
I inportant findings were that the pH of the Source Zone water (Station 1.) was
slightly acid. ranging from 5.8 to 6.8, and contrasted with other zones where the
pH. of the water was usually about 7.8. Oxygen absorbed and lCjeldahl nitrogen
values were higher at Station 1 than elsewhere, most probably because it was
used as a stoek.watering point during the dry season. Other thaii these peculi
arities at Station I there was no evidence of any chemical abnormalities likely
to affect the fauna at the sa in p1 i tig points whose fauna is described’ here.
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peratures in the Eroding zone and in all types of Unstable Depositing Zones were
so uniform tlmt tern peratun’ may be discounted as a fhetor likely to influence
iliunal differences between these zones.

e) Water chemistry

MALANS (1960) work on the chemistry oft he surface waters of the Vaal Dam
cat ehrnent showed that they were well.bu ffered and alkaline wit hi a large part
of the dissolved solids made up of the biearbonates of calcium and magnesium.
Sodium, chloride and sulphate ions usually occurred in small concentrations.
1L~LAN’s data are summarised in ‘fable 2 which shows the range of analysis

Table 2. A summary of 3LILAN’s (1960) analyses of water at some sampling
points. All results arc in parts per million and are based on daily water samples.

: Total Total Total
Station Dissolved :\lkahinity Hardness

Solids (as CaCO3) (as CaCO,)

Chlorides i Suiphates Sodium
(as Cl) (as 504) (as Na)River

Vail 2

Vaal (3

\Vilge ha

\Vilge 13

Rafter— 19
sprimit
Rhip 27

Cornelius 35

Lichen- 42
litigsvlei

1ue~ui
range
mean
range
mean
range
mean
range
mean
range
ineaa
range
mean
range
mean -

range

67
53—99

133
78— 185

a I

27—81
124

65—212
2:30

175—292
135

(15—285
128

65—219
167

75— 289

31
19—52

93
40—152

27
14—42

86
35—170

185
124—255

92
25— 220

83
25—132

124
34—250

27
15—48

86
44—140

23
13—36

75
35—150

167
112—228

So
30—170

76
30—157

103
29—212

11
6— 16

9
4—IS

3—12
9

4—15
15

8—20
10

5—24
9

3—23
10

6—20

0

1—13
6

3—10
4

1—— 7
14

8—20
9

6—14
6

2—24
a

3—12
8

4—13

9
5—14

15
8—19

7
3—11

a
2—13

99
14—28

16
4—48

15
6—27

20
9—34

figures usually encountered
(iown the course of the Vaal
there were differences in the
over which it had flowed.
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f) Current speed in the stones—in-current

Current speeds over the stones-in-current biotopes varied both from sampling
point to sampling point and also from season to season (Table 3). They- were
not closely- related to the zones of the rivers. Tire relationship between the
stones-in-current fauna and current speed has been examined elsewhere (Cam—

Ilydr

on which current speeds were measured

Zone

Table .3. Current speeds in cm/see recorded in stones in current biotopes in the
catchnient of Vaal Darn zone by zone and by season. The number of occasions

Station
zmmber

Eroding

Mean
D

are shown in brackets after the means.

S
31a Nilnuni

‘V D S
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• D S
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2.5
26

9
43
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3
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21(l)
24(1)
49(1)
70(1)

29(1)
:35(3)
36(3)
64(1)
32(2)
51(3)
12(11
57(1)
:33(1)
.5 7(1)
2 1(2)
45(1)
81(1)

50(2)

7 1(1)

51(2)
40(3)

37(3)
5 1(2)

40(2)

6S(1

52(2)
50(1)
50(4)
30(3)
~~0)
52(3)
63(3)

32(2)

59(1)
440)

1.

74
23
39
67

100

36

62
62
79
62

18
82
30
79
25
02

100

54

87

09
62

47
72

54

constituted n
in a season, C

84

8-1
74
90
39

102
64
87

52

64
44

24
20
20
26
51

21
16
18
44
20
19
10
39
:31
:36
18
31
(5[

41

49

29
12

2))
29

29high-lying
Unstable
Depositing

41

19
31
37
24
59
21
39

10

Os

43

occurred in 1
(there were

* W — Winter. D — Dry early summer. S — Summer

TEE, 1969 a). It was found that the density of some animals followed current speed
at single sampling points but that when data from several sampling points were
compared the relationship between these same species and current speed no
longer held. It “-as concluded that only in exceptional circumstances would
it be possible to ascribe faunal changes to current speed in the stones-ia-current
biotope

4. The fauna

a) GeneraL remarks

Criteria very sir
lie collected in

ALLANSON cal
an assumed 1)111
constitute of th~
lie showed that
if p become uar

constituting I
lie found 19 tim
larger than this
individual sanir
The stipulation
unit those spec
[[ABElsON and
samples usually
ALLANSON was
lie fauna were

sampling. This
I~Ls\voETn’s cli

C1tUTTER an
day from a sb
method and al:
hiotope and
between 778 al
recognition of
1 - Taxa absen

numbers of

A considerable problem in the presentation of the biological data arising out
of series of faunal so mples taken at monthly intervals is to decide which data
have biological meaning in terms of the aims and objectives of the study and
which data ma be ignored. HARRIsoN and ELswoRTa (1958. p 17(l) laid down
criteria for the selection of species, the aim of which was “to select species from
the hiotopes which really belonged there and to eliminate casual migrants front
the discussion’’. On the other hand. ALr~&NsoN (1961) considered species which
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were likely to be collected in a repetition of the sampling to be important and
his basis for selecting species was therefore aimed at discarding species unlikely
to be collected in repeated sampling.

The Voal Dam Catclunent has been studied to increase our knowledge of the
factors governing the major faunal changes taking place along the course of

he rivers, and also through the seasons of the year. in the commonest biotopes.
it is desirable therefore to take as many taxa into account as possible, but at
the same time it is not desirable to base interpretations on data which include
species so rare that there is nota high probability of encountering them again.
The author’s reasons for selecting taxa are therefore the same as ALLAN50N’s.
However the basis on which aLLAxsoxrecognised suelitaxa inchrded an assunip
tion of thc way in which the proportion of a single species would vary in a set
of replicate samples. In the paragraphs which follow the criteria used by
H~uisox and ELSWORTII and by _ALLANSON to recognise the taxa they selected
arc re-examined.

H~umuisox and ELSWORTII called their selected species “significant”. Their
significant species were those animals which
I. constituted more than 5 per cent of the total fauna in one or more sampes

in a season, or.
2. occurred in lower percentages in two or more of the samples in a season

(there were three samples per season).
Criteria very similar to these are arrived at here to recognise the taxa likely to
be collected in a repetition of sampling.

ALLANSON called the species he selected ‘common’. Basing his analysis on
an assumed binomial distribution of the proportion, p, that a species would
constitute of the fauna collected in a single sample in a set of replicate samples,
he showed that as the size of samples increases the confidence limits of estimates
of p become narrower. Iii samples containing more than 578 individuals, species
constituting 1 per cent or more of the fauna could reasonably he expected to
bc found 19 times out of 20 in replicate sampling. Since his samples were always
larger than this he defined common species as those species whose percentage in
individual samples was 1 or >1 for at least three consecutive months in a season.
The stipulation of at least three consecutive months was made especially to
omit those species ‘‘which bloom rapidly and die down equally rapidly’’. Since
HARRISON and ELswonrlt used a net of wider mesh than ALLKNSON, their
samples usuall contained less than 578 individuals. For these smaller samples
ALLANSON was able to suggest that animals constituting 5 or more per cent of
the fauna were those likely, in 19 cases out of 20, to be collected in replicate
sampling. This then apparently added a further meaning to ILuimsoN andl
ELs~vonTH’s choice of 5 per cent in their definition of significant animals.

CILUTTER and NonLm~ (1906) took ten separate square foot samples on one
day from a. stony run in the Vaal River at Standerton. Since the sampling
method and apparatus was the same as that used by ALLANSON in tlus type of
hiotope and since time numnheis of animals in the individual samples vaiie(l
between 778 and 2831 (mean 1633). then following ALLAN5ON’s criteria for (lie
recognition of “common’ taxa it should he expected that:

- Taxa absent from some samples should very rearly exceed I 1~er cciii of the
numbers of individuals in separate samples.
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20).

Taxa present in all ten samples should exceed 1 per cent of the animals iii
each separate sample always or very nearly always (in 19 samples out of

The analysis of CHUTTER and NouLEs data in Table 4 has been made to ,how
how these expectations fit t lie jesuits of replicate sampling. Only 3 of the 43 taxa
absent from sonic samples exceeded I per cent of the fauna of individual samples.
Owing to the fact that one of these 3 taxa. exceeded per cent twice there were
four occasions on which percentages of tarn absent from some samples exceeded

Table 4. An analysis of C1ILTTEH & N0ELE’s (1966) data from a. series of 10 Ic
plicatc samples to show the relationship bet tveen the number of samples in
which tarn were found and the number of times the separate taxa exceeded
1 per cent of the total numbers of animals in the samples in which they were

found.

Total

Taxa found
in each of the
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in only 9 of
10 sa inples
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1 1 01 :3
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1. The actual percentages were 3.2. 2.5, 1.6 antI 1.2. Thus the first of the two
expectations based on ALLANSON’S criteria is borne out by the replicate sampling.
Approaching the problem solely from the punt of view of the first expectation
it would therefore be reasonable to assume that taxa not found in all of a series
of replicate samples would never exceed a percentage somewhat above 3.2, say

~ pc’~~ cent. of the fauna of any single sample.
:ts there were 10 and not 20 replicate samples in CIIUTTER and NOBLE’S data,

taxa found in all 10 samples should exceed 1 per cent of the fauna of individual
samples 10, 9 or perhaps 8 times in order to confirm the second expectation
arising out of ALLANS0N’s findings. However. only 13 of the 26 taxa found in
all of CnUTTER and NOnLE’S samples exceeded 1 per cent 8 or more times
(Table 4). In 8 taNa 1 per cent was exceeded 3 or less times and one taxon never
exceeded I per cent. These data therefore show that the second expectation
arising from ALLANS0N’s criteria is not correct, because there were too many
instances of tan found in all the replicate samples not exceeding 1 per cent of
the animals in individual samples.

It was concluded earlier that taxa inaki ag up more than 5 per cent of the
fauna in an individual sample were almost certain to be present in a replicate

* sample. The problem of rceognising the many taxa which make up a very low
percentage of the fauna in single samples but which at the same tune are likely
to be found in replicate samples. remains to be considered. The only way in
which data. based on single samples drawn at monthly intervals. may be used
to reveal these I axa is to take account of the number of samples in which they
were tound. in this study the following criteria have therefore been used to
recognise taxa likely to be found in a i.’cpetition of sampling:

Taxa found in more than half the samples collected in a~ se~asdn, irrespective
of their perceni age in individual samples.

2. Taxa making up more than 5 per cent of the fauna in single samples, ir
respective of the muunber of samples in which they are found.

These criteria differ from HARRISON and ELSWORTH’S only in that taxa present
in more than half the samples in a season are included, the year being divided
into three seasons of unequal duration: whereas HARRIsoN and ELswonTH’s
year was divided into four equal seasons and they included taxa found in two
of the three samples in a season. The author intends to follow HAi~nIsoN and
ELS\voRTn in naming his selected taxa ‘‘significant’’.

Many of the sampling points in the present study were visited only once or
twice in a season. In these cases taxa have been considered significant if they:

• constituted more than 5 pm cent of the fauna in a sample. or,
2. occurred in both samples where two samples were collected. or,
3. occurred in only one sample but ~ significant at another comparable

sampling point where there was more intensive sampling.

1,) Presentation of rcsults

During the course of this study many faunal samples were collected from
areas of unknown dimensions. In order to compare data front such ‘non-
quantitative’ samples. the numbers of individuals of each taxon found in
a sample have been expressed nsa percentage of the total number of all taxa
found in the sample. This percentage transformation has been used by earlier



workers (}LWRI50N & ELSWORTIt 1958. ALLANSON 1961, OLIEF’ 1960) bitt it
does have the disadvantage that the percentage of an animal, being an ex
pression of its abundance relative to the numbers of the other animals, is not
necessarily a good guide to the absolute abundance of that animal. The Cladocera
and Copepoda which ‘were found in very large numbers in the Dry Early Sununer
season had. a particularly marked disruptive effect on the percentages of the
other animals. It has therefore been found most convenient to ignore the Clado
cern and Copepoda in calculating percentages. They are to be described else
where (Cnunrr. in press)

In the sections which follow the fauna is treated biotope by tiotope. For
each biotope the changes in the diversity of the fauna are first described. This
is follow-ed in the sections on thc stones-in-current and marginal vegetation
fauna by a description of the changes in the density of the fauna in relation to
river zonation and in relation to the three seasons recognised. Here only
c1uantitative’ data (that is data from samples of known dimensions) are used.
Finally both quantitatii-e’ and ‘non—quantitative’ data in the form of mean
seasonal precentages are used to summarise the changes taking place in the
dominant animals from the various zones. In the stones—in-current, taxa whose
mean seasonal percentage were greater than 5 are regarded as dominant, but
in the marginal vegetation 10 per cent or more is the criterion of dominance.
There are therefore several diffrrences between the dominant taxa and the
significant taxa. The dominant tan are recognised from mean seasonal per
centages, whereas the significant taxa are recognised in part from percentages
in individual samples and iii part from their frequency of occurrence from month
to month. In effect all dominant tan are also significant, but not alL significant
taxa are dominant. The percentage data take in results from many more
samples than do the ‘c1uantitativc’ data. The mean seasonal percentage of
a taxon is arrived at from the percentages calculated for each sample and not
from pooled seasonal data. The sampling method used iii the stony backwaters
was never ‘quantitative’, so here the description of the changes in the fauna is
based entirely on mean seasonal percentages and the donunants are not con
sidered separately

The Klein Vaal and Vaal Rivers embrace all thc recognised zones except
the 3luddv and Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones. As these rivers
were studied in most detail (see above) most emphasis has been placed on results
from them. Station 19, which represents the 2luddv High-king Unstable
Depositing Zone, was also sampled monthly, but the sampling points in the
Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone were only occasionally visited.
It has in places been found convenient to treat samples from this zone as though
the~- had all been collected from a single sampling point and for this zone the
mean seasonal percentages are therefore means of the data from a number of
sampling points.

Tables of the fauna have been abbre’-mated by combining t he data for species
belonging to single groups. For instance in Table 5 data for Baeib~ dJ1UUCU.5,

B. harrison i. Cenh’oplilurn e.rcisu in. C. .suda/rica ii urn and se’-eral other Bactid
Ephemeroptera have been combined amidl presented under t lie heading Baetidae.
Important changes wit lila su elm urou PS 11 ave been ment io med in the text ..l’nrther
derails max- be found in the Appendix. while a very detailed account of the fauna
is given in CITUTTER (1967).
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e) The fauna of stones_in-current biotopes

Diversity (Fig. 11). This section is based on results from the Klein VaaI and
VaaI Rivers and from the High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones. The diversity
of the fauna was clearly greatest in the Eroding and Stable Depositing Zones in
all seasons. ‘l’o a large extent this was due to the l3aetidae. H3’droptilidae,
Elinidac and Hvdraenidae which were represented by many species in these
zones. In Summer many Oligoehaeta, Ostracoda. Elnudae. Hvclraenidae,
Simuliidae and Chironomidac disappeared from the fauna of all zones except
the Stable Depositing Zone leading to a sharp reduction in the diversity of the
fauna. This is an inportant observation for it shows that the summer clis—
appearance of these groups from the other zones was not due to an intrinsic
factor such as life-cycle. but imist have been tine to unfavourable enviromnenlal
conditions. The most likely environmental changes with which the disappear
ance of these gronps may be associated were the disappearance of algae, the
greater instability of the river bed clue to floods and, in the Unstable Depositing
Zones, the adverse effects of the transport and deposition of silt and sand.

The diversity of the Unstable Depositing Zone fauna (Fig. 11 Stations 3 and
o a) was clearly greatest in the Winter. but unlike the diversity changes described
in the previous paragraph, this was not clue to major changes in the diversity
of any particular tan such as the Baetidae, Elinidae or Hvdraenidae. Indeed
most of the taxa which were significant only in the Unstable Depositing Zone
in the Winter were significant in other zones in other seasons. There was no
clearly apparent reason for their presence in the Unstable Depositing Zone only
in the Winter.

The High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones were in parts of streams and rivers
where. on the basis of their profile and altitude, coimnunities similar to those
of the Eroding Zone or of the Stable Depositing Zone might have been expected.
However, it is clear from Figure 11 that the variety of the fauna in these zones
was not nearly as great as in the Eroding and Stable Depositing Zones, and also
that there were clear differences between the Sandy and Muddy High—lying
Unstable Depositing Zones. The poorly represented groups in the Sandy High-
lying Unstable Depositing Zone were the Ostro coda (none of which were signi
ficant), the Triehoptera, the Elmidae and the flvdraenidae, but in the Muddy
High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone the poorly represented groups were the
Ephemeroptera, the Hvdroptilidae, the Elmidae and the Hydraenidae.

Density changes (Table 5). In the Eroding Zone the number of individuals
belonging to the various tan was rather variable. This was a zone in which
the densities of the Baetidae and Simuliidae were high, while fewer Hyciro—

psyehidae and Burn upia were found than in the Stable Depositing and Un—
• stable Depositing Zones. in the Stable Depositing Zone the density of Trielads,

Hydraehnellae, (‘aenids, Elinids, Chironomids and Burn upia was lugh by
comparison with other zones and the density of Baetids and ~\TeiiroccicThiS was
rather low. Station 10 has been iiieludecl in the Stable Depositing Zone, though
in several respects the fauna found there resembled that of the Unstable Deposit
ing Zone. The low density of Triclads and Caenidae and the lack of Ostracoda
in the Summer at this stat ion were all Unstable Depositing Zone features, but
on the other hand Station 10 was similar to Stations 21 and 2a in respect of the
Hydraehnellae, Baetidae and Hvdropsyehidae. Large nnmhers of Baetids,
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C’liorotei’jes. ~\eurncacn i~ awl 1-lvdropsyehidae were recorded in the instable
Depositing Zone. in this z inc there were few Hydra eli nell a e. Cacnids, El muls,
Sinuiliidae anti J3 urn upm n nd in the Sn miller, very few Chironomids.

At- the species level the most import a ut changes in the fit u na associated tV it it
the Eroding. Sin ble Depositing anti Unstable Depositing Zones were as follows.
r1~lie most a bit ida iii Eroding Zone l3aet Mae were .13o et is harrison i and Cent rop—
tiluni suda~ru-anuni. but these two species were replaced in the Unstable
Depositing Zone by B. gin acux and C. excisuni. The Stable Depositing Zone
was a. transition zone in respect of the l3aetidae for low numbers of all these
four species were recorded there. Chenmatopsyehe aIm was clearly the domi
nant Hvdropsyehid in the Eroding Zone. but it was replaced by C. thomas—
stti in the Unstable Depositing Zone. in tins zone Aeihalop(era maxima, _Jn?phi
px~jr!u- •seofla’ and 3!acronema rapense were also found in large numbers. As may
be seen front the Appendix and from Table 3 there were striking changes in the
species and abundance of the Elnndae and Sinuiliidae from zone to zone. Tn the
(ii ironounidae both the (‘hironoinini and the Tanytarsini were significant in all
zones. but the Tanvtarsini were ]nost abundant in the Eroding Zone and became
scarcer downstream to the Unstable Depositing Zone. The opposite held for

he Chironoini iii. but large nu inbers ot larvae of a third Chironomid group. I he
Orthoeladiinae, were not associated with mv particular zone. There were
probably two species of the inayfly Xeurocaen is, but thex- could not be separated
in the larval stage. The first species occurred iniarge numbers in the Unsta ble
Depositing Zone in the Sum mer. it was not recorded in July, August or Sep—
tern her and was therefore similar to the species found in the lower Vaal River
(Cncrriut. 1968). The second species was found throughout the year in the
Eroding Zone. Unfortunately it was not possible to confirm that more than
one species was involved lw rearing nymphs to adults and NeUrOCaCIIIS has
consequently been treated as one species.

~lore samples than are shown in Table 3 were collected from the Sandy High-
lying Unstable Depositing Zone bitt as i he were not quantitative they con
tribute only to I he data uiven when the cloininauts arc considered. in this zone
the Winter l3aetidae “-crc B. harrisoni. and C. sudaf ricanum, but in the Summer
these were replaced by the typical Unstable Depositing Zone species, 13. gianeus
and C. excisnm. Other groups in which Summer densities in the two zones were
similar were Ncurocaeni& Hvdraelmellae, Caenidae, Eltnidae anal Chironomiclae
(Table 5). The great similarity between the Summer faunas of these two zones
was due to the siniilaritv in physical conditions, particularly the presence of
large amounts of moving silt and sand, in both zones in the rainy season.
1-lowever. in the Winter flows were low, there was little movement of sediments

.4
Fig. 11. Stones-in-current fauna. The uti,inbers of significant taxa found at sampling points
in the Klein Van] and Vaal Rivers and in the 1 no [Ugh-lying Unsi able Depositing zones,
plotted with the nit unbers of t lie sonic t axa significant at the other sampling points, season
by season - For inst a nec. in I lie \Vint Cr :35 ta za were significant at Station 21 a and of these
35 taxa. 24 itere significant it Station 21. 19 at Station 3, 13 at Station Sa and so forth.
Abbreviations: if ErodinL’: SI) St able Depositing: D Unstable Depositing; S UI.) Sandy

High-lying Unstable Depositing; MUD Muddy High-lying Cnstablc Depositing.

30 internattonate Revue, Bd. 55, it. 3
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4 and the physical environnient iii the Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing
Zone was more sim liar to tim t in t lie Eroding Zone than it was iii the Sum flier.

The fact that large amounts of very fine sediment settled in the Kafferspriiit
at Station 19, representing the Muddy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone.
evidences not o.n]v the amount of fine material washed into the river but also
a lack of scouring. This lack of scour is reflected in the fauna, in which Xe i-s
and the Ostracoda were found in comparatively large numbers in the Summer.
in all other zones, except the Stahle Depositing, these two groups tended to
disappear in this season. On the other hand all t lie other taxa shown in Table S
except the Chirononndae were recorded in only small numbers at Si atioii 19 in
the Summer, suggesting that very silty conditions do not suit them. Changes
in the stones—in-current fauna where conditions were very silty were therefore

very different to changes where there were large amounts of sand as well as of
silt (Table 5).

Among the groups of animals shown in Table o there were ninny instances
of seasonal changes of abundance. \ai.s- spp. and Ostraeoda were commonest
in the Dry Early Summer. In the Eroding Zone and the Unstable Depositing
Zone these animals nearly disappeared in the Summer but (luring the Winter
their nmnbers gradually increased. They did not disappear in the Summer fi’oin
the Stable Depositing Zone, as has been described above Several other taxa
sneh as Choroterpe-s (Eu(hranlas) sp -. Siiniihiidae and Chirononuidae were least
abundant in the Summer, but in these taxa Wi miter densities were not obviously
lower than Dry Early Summer densities. In Summer the Unstable Depositing
and Sandy High—lying Unstable Depositing Zones were particularly mm favoura ble
for the Chirononmidae. The Unstable Depositing Zone ~eurocrrcn 1$ was mainly
a Snuminer animal. There were no major taxa (Table 7) in which the highest
densities were recorded in Winter and indeed very few species were significant
only in this season (Appendix).

The domninants (Fig. 12), The percentages of the doniimiaats fm-nm the Klein
Vaal and Vaal Biters and from tIme two High-lying Unstable Depositing Zones
arc shown in Figure 12. An example of the type of data used is gneii in the
following table. which shows tile contribution the dominant animals at Station
21 a made to the fanna of other stations in the Winter

-- 21a 21 3 Sa SUDS 31UD
t,tatton ~, (, ~,. ~.

0 /0 0 0 0 0

B. harri-w,,i 31.3 1.6 0-5 P 31.9 i).5
C.sudaf rice 111110 8.6 02 — — 3.4 —

Choroterpe-s (Eothromdu5) 5]). 10.5 0.8 23.3 21.0 CM 3.5
Caenidae 8.2 5.7 0.7 P 8.6 13.1
Sinumiiidmme 12.7 11.2 1.5 3.6 14.2 u.S

Total percentage 71.3 22.526.024.6 58.7 17.9

see caption of Figure ii

In the construct ion of Figure 12 (and also of Fig. 15 for the ma gina1 vege
atioui) taxa were identified as fa ras is shown in t lie Ap1mendi x. except in the

Emidae and Simnliidae. which, because of larue nitmnh.mers of utiidentili~tliie ic
juvenile stages, were treated as t’amnilies II.



Fig. 12. St ones-in- elirrent fauna. The percentages of dominant
point plotted with the percentages of the Sn 1110 I axil at t lie other
lilai ned in the text . Abbreviations as in Fig. ii Station

taxa at eae]i sa in p1mg
sampling points, as CX—
5a OIn itting .‘\a is. sn).
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Several aspects of the zonation of the stones-in-current fauna are st rikinglv
apparent from Figure 12. in the Winter the dominants of the Eroding, Stable
Depositing and normal Unstable Depositing Zones were distinctly different
from one another. The two normal Unstable Depositing Zone stations (3 and
öa) had very similar clominants. rillie dominant animals in the .Sandy Highlying
Unstable Depositing Zone were closest to those of the Eroding Zone, while
those in Muddy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone were closest to the Stable
Depositing Zone. The only change in this pattern of sinularities and dissiini
larities between sampling points from Winter to Summer was an important and
striking one; in Summer the fauna of the Sandy High-lying Unstable Depo
siting Zone was no longer similar to the Eroding Zone fan na but was very close
to the normal Unstable Depositing Zone fauna. In the Dry Early Summer
differences between the fauna found in the various zones were complicated by
two factors. Firstly, large numbers of Xais were found at all the sampling
points shown except Station 3. However, in respect of dominants other than
~ is the Station ãa fauna was very similar to the Station 3 fauna., as is shown
by the curve for Station öa data omitting Sais. Secondly, the Dry Ea nv Stun
mer u-as a season in which taxa whose taxonomy was comparatively poorly
known (Yais. the Chironomidae) made up a large part of tin’ fauna nearly
everywhere. This resulted in differences between time communities of the various
zones being less obvious titan they were in other seasons.

The changes in the percentages of the dominants clearly show how t lie stones-
in-current fauna was closely associated with the zonation of the rivers, and
therefore with the factors from which the zonation was recognised. rrlie most
important of these were of course t lie amount of silt and sand in the river beds
and the seasonal nature of the rainfall.

d) The fauna of st on;- backwater biotopes

Stony backwaters were not found at all sampling points, and even where they
did occur the;- were variable. Tints at Station 21a the biotope ~‘-as made up
of stones lying on top of a sheet of dolerite forming the bottom of a pool
while at Station öa the hiotope was exposed to a- gentle current. Stony back
waters were not fotmd in the Sand3- High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone
because. being in parts of the river bed where sedimentation may easily take
place, the;- were snothcred by sand. Sampling of this biotope was started some
months after sampling of the other biotopes and consequently there was 01113-
one month when samples were collected in the Dry Early Summer season.

Diversity (Fig. 13). The diversity of the stony backwater fauna responded to
changes in the silting of the rivers in several ways. Diversity was greatest in
the less silt;- zones (the Eroding- anti Stable Depositing) and least in the most
silty (the Unstable Depositing and the Muddy High-lying Lnstable Depositing).
In Summer, when the environment was most unstable due to floods and sediment
transport. cliversit declined in the Muddy High-lying Unstable Depositing and
Unstable Depositi n~ Zones. It did not decline in this season in the Eroding and
St able Depositing Zones u-here there was I itt lr silt. There were, however. Ia rge
differt-nces bet “-ccii the taxa found in time Eroding Zone -where silt was negligable
and the taxa found in the Stable Dt-positing Zone where there wasa little silt.
The significant taxa of the stony backwaters at Stations 3 and 5a in the Unstable
Depositing Zone differed. This was due to the gentle current at Station öa.
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At the species les ci t In e wci c man3 mm e ]3aetidac’ ~tmmd Elinidae in the
Eroding and Sta ble Dc positing Zones than in the other ionr, (Ap111 mlix). Man
Osti acod and Chit ononimd uencra disappea ted ft oni t lie Unstable Depo-,iti Hg
Zone stonx bat Lw atet s in Surnm r Thr ic was no con e—pomnhng decline in lie
vat ietx of tin so animals in otla t ron~ whet c the stony backw atci S w etc mm o
sheltei ed than in the Un~t able Depositing Zone

The relatis e ahu ndanu (pci centage) of taxa from zone to tone (Ta bles 6 and
7) lii pai ti of in ci s whet e thc i e ate Ia m ge amounts of silt and sand lie per -

inanent exi—tencc of stony hac kw ate, ~ depends on the periodic scout mug out of
sediments w huh accumulate in them. Consequenti; tIn t eally abundant ta ~
of stony baekw atem s In the Unstable Dc positing Zone (Cc nit op/dun, r a ~ic in,
C/ic, otc,pc s (Eat/i azilii c) sp ) we, e also inhabitants of the stones-in-etti ri-nt
biotope Miere the biotope Was mom e pci muanentli bathed by gentle cut’ ent5
(Station 5a) Baths giaacu~ anot her stones-in-cut ‘eat animal ii as aI~o abundant
In the Dr~ Eam ly Suinmm 1 W In n 11101 C detritus and algal food was pi esent than
at other tune, and flood— did not occur 0-ti acoda won also abundant hut t icy
weic ‘cal cc in Sumrnem OnI~ one species Cioeon sp nov (Table 7) ii as Pott nil
in La it numbers 01113 in ston3 backw atei s in the Un—ta tile Depositing Zone
in the Stabic Depositing Zonc w hem e then was Ic-is silt and sand ami mum e
deli itus than in the Unstable Dc positirm Zone Osti acoda and C c set, ant were
again abundant Cho, otc~ pc - (E nih, au/a-) SI) W as tart and t lie mo-I a 1)u iii Ian
taxon was Caenmdae in t he Stit ble Depositing Zone 0—tiacoda w ci e iou id iii

large miinln in the Sumti met and t his was ‘elated to t hi corn pam at i~ cli —In It m -

cci condition, theme Othem ta’ca which ilele commonei in tin Stable Depo-i1 lug

Zone than ni the Uitst a ble Depoit i ng Zone ii etc Cc nh opt dent]) aich iii ,ti Mi’ , 0-
vecta spp Ehnmdae (Ta hk 7) Tanytar —mi and Ot that Iadminae (Ta ble 6) Dc
ft itu~ and sediment weic Ic a -t in t lie Er ocl ma Zo in ii hr e the fauna ;‘as
(list I ngnished i~ the pi c—c nec in large nn inbem s of Ce ni, opt tin en s udaf, it an mine. (
Ccitt, opidune sp inn It and At, cane as These ta\a pi aba Nv m eqiin c a n-i v
elcan hiotope Bach 9 Jeai non i a stone—-in-eu ci ent specie— appeated ii liii e
there ii eec eum rents (‘Fable 7) H~ di achnellae, Caenidae. Tanvtarsnu and
Oi tlioeladiinne. in w Inch percentages wei c sinimla r in the Eroding anti Stable
Depositing Zon( did not appeai to he affected by the presence of small amounts
of silt in the Sta hie Depositing Zone. though they w ci e not able to tIn m~ e in the
far more smhv Unstable Depo—itnig Zone condition— On the other ha nil C

nd sane was found in lam ge numbems in all tIn cc zones and was not a Ill-etc d by
changes in the amoinit of cletm itn- silt om sand oi by gi ntle cum tents Sniuilu 13’
Ostr acoda w etc widespread in the Dry Eam ly Suininem hut they ft mich d to
di—appeat in the Summer in tIn Eroding and Unstahft Deposit itig Zones, whet e
thei e w ci e tnt rents thi onahi the hmotopes

The 3[udd3 High-h I ng Unstable Depo-it ing Zone fauna w a~ uiter inc-cl rate
bet’i ccii the Stable and Un5ta ble Depo—ir mug Zone faunas It w a, sirni at to
the Un—t able Dc po—iting Zone fauna in t hat C’ ci (I ‘efn~ and C’ho, oft epc~ (En
i/i tan/ui) sp. \\eic vet v abundant a rid Cac nmdac wei e fcw It was —Hnmla i to the
Stable Depositing Zone in that fair mini hems tiC 0—ti at cii Ia and Or tlioela dn na e
w tie i eeoi cled e~ c-mu n t lii- Simm Inc P a mu liii that ‘Pa H; tat - mm “etc corn mon ‘Cite
limiting factot ni thm— iomu ua— that theme w tie lang- aniormts of silt wInch made
the hiotope unsuitable foi some ta~a Ho” e’ ~r —c our mmig I hood— bear mug a lot of
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Table 7. The mtan seasonal percentages of stony backwater taxa which made
up a large part of the fauna at only a few sampling points.

Taxon Station w~ D

Lirn nodriins app. 21 a I P-~ 4
I I 3~ 4

C1iae(o~JadtEf ~ 3 0 0
L’acti.s gl,i ne us Sa 16 P :39

12 S — —

Buefls ban i.coni 21 a P 4 1
24a S — —

26 11 — —

Ce;zt~optilun~ putebruin 2a 13 12 2
19 P~ 0~ 3

Cent ropt haul su (lafuica N u in 21 a 11 19 6
24a 5 — —

Cent uoptilu’n sp. nov. 11 21a 11 o 0
Cloeon ~ nOt 3 P 0 5

5a P 0 3
Cloeon african a un• 2a- 2 0 P

3 ii 4 1
19 P 2 3

.1denopblebia .9). 21a 1 0 4
24a S — —

24 4 — —

21 E 2 P P

_llirroaccta app. 21 P 5 2
2a 4 5 2

10 12 — —

3 4 5 2
19 P 5~3

Elmidac - 21 3 2 0
Eubriona.r sp. 24a 7 — —

Chironoinini 21 P 0 2
2a 2 1 5
Sn 2 P P

19 1 0 1

J3urnnpia app. Sa 3 5 0
12 3 — —

Pkidiu,n. app. 2a o P 4
19 1 1 5

* * W — \Vi nter, D — Dry Early Sn inner. S — Summer.
* P is present. percentage less than 1.

sand did not occur and taxa which were rare in the Unstable Depositing Zone
because of such floods were able to become established.

e) The fauna of marginal vegetation biotopes

A note on the sampling method used
As has already been described in the section on sampling methods the hand

net was s~vept backwards and forwards through the vegetation in sampling.
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‘This .sainpli ig method differed from that used by Oti ~ (1 960) who made single
sustained unidirectional sweeps through the vegetation.A simple investigation
of the effect of sweeping the net twice through the vegetat ion in opposite
directions was made during the course of the work on the Klein VaalJVaa 1 River.
Two individuals, each with a hand net, stood side by side iii the river facing
the vegetation to be sampled. The first worker swept his net through the vege
tation for about two feet. lifted it out of the water. and the second worker
imniediatelv swept his net iii the opposite direct ion through the same vegeta t ion.
The process was repeated until S or I U feet had been sampled . Analysis of the
samples collected iii this way showed that the second sweep tended to collect
more animals than the fist (Table 8)

The proportion of the catch from both sweeps. vieWed by the first sweep.
for the most important taxa varied greatly (Table c.range). However, on average
(Table 9) the first sweep usually collected fewer individuals than the second,
though for the C’hironomidae there “as little difference between the numbers
caught by the two sweeps. It could he that the current set up by the first sweep
carries animals into the area it has sampled and tInt, as the second sweep travels
against this current. more water Passes through t lie net on the second sweep
than on the first sweep ..-\lso. attached animals might he (lislodged liv the
disturbance caused by the first sweep amid collected by the second sweep. The
most important point a bout t lie second sweep is. however, that it Clues collect
large numbers of animals. The numbers of individuals pcI’ 0.3 In of’ the vege
tation sampled in hot Ii directions wli ich are presented ii the following sect ions
arc comparable only wit 1i dat a eol Ii ct ed using a ha ml net oft lie sam no oj ‘t’iui ng.
fitted with the same type of bolting sillc’and used in the same way as was done
ill this si tidy. 3loreove r t lie lemigt Ii of vegetation sa In pled was estimated and
not measured accurately (see above, field methods)

Table S. The innnhers ol animals collected in two sweeps throtiglu the sa inc
marginal vegetation, t lie second sweep covering t lit’ a lea already so in pledl

In’ t lit’ first sweep.

Station

Nu,mnber of animals in1lonth
a mid
Year

1st
S weep

2nd
5 “rep

Proportion ‘1
both sweeps

toget I cr
(‘l’otal c-mutt-li)

total cat cii
yielded by
first sweep

2a
2a
0

0

17
17
17
ii)
2 Ta
21
21

6.6’)
7.611
6.110
7.6’)
6.60
7.61)

12.60
6.1111
6.611
(1.61)
7,611

1936
2631
2:10
1719
1329
47S7
2167
1-183

tub
265

111112

21113
2227
125’)
2748
2380

10221
41188

3834

472
1044

4082
4858
32111)
4467
37(9

‘soils
18.-is

5317
127”
737

2(11(1
21

.47

.54

.62

.33

.36

.31

.32

.28
‘39
.3’;
.38

11)1111 I 21149 134118 .49

~li’an .41
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Table 9. The effect of sweeping I he sa inpi i ng net in I un direct ions through the
mfl 40 nfl1 vegetation. IIIt’ pro port mu of the catch from but Ii sweeps yielded by
the first sweep. for the most important taxa The sampling paints and dates

f sai npl nt.’ are shown in Table S.

Proportion of catch from

laxon hot Ii sweeps yield CCI byfirst sweep
Mean flange

Nenmatoda .31 0.00—0.71
_01< S)Ip. .41 0.00—0.80
(‘ladopra .21 0.00— 0.61
(‘opepoda .44 0.27—0.75
Ost racoda .20 0.00— (1.62

l3aetidoe .3S i). 3— 0.66
(‘aenidne .25 0(11) —0.59
(hiroumoinidae .47 0.21 —0.71

The fauna
There were no stones-i i-current or 51 onv-backwater biotopes in the Source

Zone anti that Zone IS eonsepiently brought into consideration for the first time
hen’. There was no current through the hiotope at Station 1. which consisted of
the leaves of bank grasses trailing in the w-ater. At Stat ions 19 and 21 the
vegetation was mainly (‘ypent.s spp. and it was to some ~xtent sheltered front
t lie eurreut. There were currents through the t-egetat ion at Stations 21a and
Sa and at the sampling points in the Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone,
while t hat at Stat ion 3 ~vns rather exposed and there were usually obvious gentle
currents through it iii the Summer. Owing to increases in water level it was not
possible to collect samples front the vegetation at Station Sit in the Stunmer.

Diversity (Fig. 14). In the Source Zone there was practically no variation iii
he numbers of significant taxa from season to season. This zone was therefora

in marked contrast to the other zones where there were fewer significant taxa
in the Sunmnter than in other seasons. This was because the Source Zone was
t lie only Zone not exposed to summer floods. The importance of seasonal
changes in the flow pat I em of the rivers and also of water currents through the
marginal vegetation biot ope. as factors bearing upon the diversity of the fauna.,
is evident from the numbers of taxa significant at Station 1 which were found
in ot her zones. in the Sununer the numbers of Stat ion 1 taxa at other sampling
points was lowest, following the greater contrast in this season between physical
conditions in the Source and the remaining zones. [a the Winter the sampling
points whose fauna was most similar to Station 1 were Stations 21 and 19 and
tIns was clue to the comparatively sheltered conditions at these two stations.
in the Dry Early Summer. when conditions were most stable throughout the
river system, the Source Zone shared more significant taxa with other sampling
points, except Station Sa and the Sandy Nigh-lying Unstable Depositing Zone

there were always rather marked currents through the sampled biotopes.
\~ ci another way in which the numbers of kinds of significant taxa were related
I? the physical emivironunc’nt was apparent in the Snnuner when the number’s of
significant taxa was clearly great est at St ations 1. 21 and 19, the three places
where there were not scouring floods.



On account of the large ininihers of significant taxa which were not signi
ficant elsewhere, the Eroding (Stat ion 21a) and Stable Depositing Zone (Station
21) each had a distinctive community. Far fewer significant taxa were recorded
in the Unstable Depositing Zone than in these zones. Differences in the signi
ficant taxa at Stat ions 3 and öa were due to the current at Station öa. There
was no evidence that the silty conditions at Station 19 in the 3lnddy High-lying
Unstable Depositing Zone adversely affected the diversity of the marginal
vegetation fauna. Not only was the diversity considerable, hut also the coin
munity shared many more significant taxa with the Eroding and Stable Depo
siting Zones. where there was little silt. than it did with the Unstable Depositing
Zone where then- was much silt. The least diverse community was in the Sandy
High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone. This zone had more significant taxa iii
common with the Eroding and Stable Depositing Zones in the Winter and Dry
Early Summer when conditions were stable than in the Sn nmcr when conditions
were unstable.

Density changes (Tables 10 & 11). Conditions at two sampling points require
comment before the fauna is described At Station S the Sandspruit was dam
med up and this resulted in artificially stable conditions in which there were
luxuriant growths of fringing inaerophytes and also some fully aquatic plants.
Station 41 was on a small tributary of the middle reaches of the Wilge River.
The stream was flowing moderately when sampled in the Winter. When it was
visited in the Summer there had been little rain in its eatchnient. and conse
quently it was made up of a series of pond-like pools connected by a trickle of
w at ci-.

Taking all animals together (Table 10, whole fauna) the density of the fauna
was clearly affected by the fluctuations in flow- and w-ater level which occurred
in the Summer. Only in tIme Source Zone where there were no floods was the
density of the fauna as great in the Summer as in the other seasons. Moreover
at the truly riverine sampling points Summer densities were high only where
there was shelter from the current (time Stable Depositing Zone and Station 41).

The Source Zone fauna reflected the pond-like conditions at Station 1. The
most important l3aetirlae were the still water species Cloeo,i crassi anti Cloc-om
viivjiliae, anti typically riverine species such as Baetis bellu-s and~
cxcisum were rarely found. There were few- Cacnidae but Nemnatoda, Kais,
Ostracoda and Chironomidae were recorded in fairly large numbers throughout
the year. In other zones whenever the fringing vegetation was sheltered from
the current and pond-like conditions prevailed the fauna had some similarity to
that of the Soum-ce Zone. Sampling points in this category included all those in
the Stable Depositing Zone, Station 8, Station 19 in the Muddy High-lying Un
stable Depositing Zone and the Summer fauna at Station 41 in the Unstable
Depositing Zone. At these sampling points Clocon spp. were found in some
numbers. Sinniner densities of Ostracoda and Chirononlidae and less frequently
of Yais weie higher than usual and Nematoda were often common. Further
more at Stations 41 (in the Summner only) and 8, the most sheltered of these
stations, the typically riverine mayflies Bactis bellies and CentroptilUifl eXC~SU?fl
were as rare as they were in the Source Zone. Thus the occurrence of what might
he termed the pond element of the marginal vegetation fauna was not related
to the river zonation except insofar as the Stable Depositing Zone was a zone
in which the vegetation was sheltered. How-ever large numbers of if icronecta
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Ta bk 10. Quantitative dot a from marginal vegetation biotopes. The numbers
(See also

spp. (Corixidne) \vel’e Pound in sheltered riverine biotopes (i.alile Ii)
lie Source Zone - This may I Ia ~e bc en rela I i-cl to t lie ii ntlsua I chemical nat tire of
lie Source Zone water (sN a hove. Wa t e t (‘lie inst rv).

There were changes iH t in- live ri in’ marginal vegeta I tnt a nit na Is Pro in Zn tie

to zone. These were most clearly appa n-nt in t lie Lplieiiu-i-optera . In the
L~roding Zone iJUelIN harrIson’. (‘enliopt ii mi su’lUjI’ica IIUI/, and Pse uclocloc on
V 10081110 were foti n (I ivli e re t lii current u-as strongest. B’, ci i.e iwli us was most
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Zone

Station

Source

1 21a 2-la 21 26

LrnrIilig

I)

1ia~.s Sf33).

Stable
Depositing

9 :33

.3

it-)
V
S

w.
V
S

0

Ost racoda

4(1
35
17

211
63
ii

4

0

I

(I

2a43 21

57 22
St —

12 —

(I

tO

0

87
12

3

1

lIar! is beliz,s

0
II)

V
S

1

I)
0
0

0
0
0

0

87
•1

I8
60
271

:3
14

0

0

32

0

Ceo (lop1 11111,1

C,iCM1I Ill

0

0

Ii
187

:33

1)
S

9

0
(1

52

0
0

‘I

I-I

0

4
I_I

9

(5
23

CIo’-on sj~.

16

23

4

It

0

121;

‘V
V
S

1

0

21
1

1 :j

1

1
I

11

0

13oct11
jnveniles

1
‘7

1

0

I)

0

it

0
.1

Ii
0

1

13

H

I)

0

4(3
It

I)

18

Cacn [doe

I
1
1

13

4

B

0

S

6

1
1
I

0

49
70
15

w.
3;)
S

‘V
V
S

V
S

1)
S

S

:3

9
Ill

Clii i’oiioiii lilac

0

.3

It;
.3.)

3

0

13

54
.3

.3 ‘-I

02

Whole
fauna

58

20
87
18

17
30
23

142
163
173

19
52
19

19

203
413

53

23

:3

170

(3

250

30

19

:3

48

28

I’ ~‘d~ — ~Viuter; V

-172

5135
42
56

77(1
Ill
143

— no quantitative

21)5

397

SO Ilijil CS.

Early ~wi

19
71
14

110
$22
151

(32
82
11

142
398
143o2

fl 111cr; S —— Suntuier.

OS

4

357

I Ill.

I
~1bitt Tii)t in
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abundant in the Summer which
the density of the Caenidae was
Stable Depositing Zone but

group was also abundant in the
far fewer individuals were found in the Unstable

Depositing Zone. Ce~z(iop1i1uin CXCISUI?t was most abundant in the \Vinter and
Dry Early Summer in the Unstable Depositing Zone. In the Summer B. bdflus
was the only abundant animal in unsheltered hiotopes in this zone. Where the
current was strongest B. glavcus appeared, replacing B. harrisoni, C. sudafri
can urn and P. vinosuni of similar biotopes in the Eroding Zone.

31 Joicruationaic Ruvuc Ed. 55, ~

481

of individuals per 0.3 ni vegetation of the important taxa, season by season.
Table 11). _____

Muddy
— . ~ N i~h_lvina Sandy Hieh-1vWI. ustable Deposi tin” suallv _.~ . C - .~Lustable Depositing

,table Depositing

35a272912364114 3 19 :30 313414333940

6 1 3—— —526 15
2 1———— —

1 — 000054 —

76 0———
20

1 0001

7 1 5———
7 3————

66 — 20343711

44
32

59

ii 0

70 ~

0 0

0 1

—

—

12

1

1

4)

2 1237
33 —

1 1

ii 1
47 —

5 0

-1 0
1 —

10 12

1 41

1 37

6 0
4 —

1 0

1 13

2 29

13 2135——— 55
191 172
is --- 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1
1 0
1 — 0 0 0 0 33

4 15 5——— CI
4 19 14

10 — 2213 0 3 0

4 3 1——— 1
2 4
4—11125

22 927—— —163
19 3

5 — :1 123 3 16

150 160 ‘39 — — — 709
258 292
100 43556321336

— — — 19 4
— — 64 — 14
00 0——

— — — 000
— — 1— 0—
000———

— — — 0 0 1
— — 0 — 8—
13 43 53 — — —

— — — 1 45
— — 1 — 26 —

0 0 16 — — —

— — 00 0
— 0— 0—

0 0 0———

— — — 1 7 3
— — 1— 0—
0 10 S — — —

24 — — — 10 33 11
— — — 2 — 1 -—

0 1 7 2———

— —- — 26 53 63
— — 10 — 10 —

6 6 6———

— — — 107 172 189
— — 87 — 34 —

22 102 113 — — —

0

48

I

0

0

37

4)

10

0

234

617

27

14
13

4I

0

80

96 301
68 - —

1

253 2272
239 —

79 81

was the ease
high. This

in other zones. At some stations
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* W — Winter; :1) — Dry Enrh- Summer; S — Summer
— no quantitative sample.

Table 11. Quantitative data from marginal vegetation hiotopes. The numbers
of individnals per 0.3 m vegetation of taNa winch Were abujidant at only certain

sampling points (see also Table 10)

Taxon

Nematoda

Chaeioqa.qer spp.

Coildina iloflca

Beet is rJlauc ?L.9

11

9

0

0

Bqi-dj.~ h(t?ii8O)ii

I IIRILVI(iiIJIIS per 0.3 Jo ~flStatron D S

13 13 38
9 2 10

171 —-- 2
— — 0

j 0
0
I

19

I

25
32

S

:35
S

12

0

20
538

31

6

11
33

0

113
11

9
27

90

•78

26

0

Ce ii ti€?j)( 1/11tH 8 zulajr CUII U In

l’se u’locloeon rinosu iI~

0

I
21
10

S

27
30
19

Oil

44
39

24ii
26
38
40

2-Ia

21 a
39
40

41
34

S

21
S

19

43
Oil

19
39

24a
20

Ott

44
35

24

39

Pseudo grion. Spp. very

juvenile

_Yuclua niaisholh

.Jlieronec(c, spp.

Efv(haenida C

11

7

Simuliidae

3
14

3

4

26
20
66
20

163
S

a.)

105
U

0

1
0

I
Burn vpia spp.

35
1

5-

4
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Large numbers of Chactoga4cr and of Hvdraemdae were found iii the 3ludly
High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone. but otherwise the densities of ta,~a in this
zone were similar to densities in the Stable Depositing Zone. The lack of shelter
in the marginal veitetation hiotopes of theSandyHigh-lying ~nstahle Depositing
Zone is shown by the kiet that there were no Clown spp. and that no Ostraeoda
were collected. In Winter there were ninny Caenidae, J3. hani.soni and P. vino
sum anti the fauna was like that of the Eroding Zone. B. hdlua and C. EXC1$Uflb

were the onv abundant species in the Summer, when the fauna was more like
that of the Unstable Depositiug Zone.
‘uhie dominants (Fig. 15). Tn tile marginal vegetation the distribution of the
dominants was sometimes not closely related to the river zonation. Thus a very
large part of the Winter and Dry Early Summer fanna in the Sandy High—lying
Unstable Depositing Zone was vais. Since Xais was also a dominant in these
seasons in the Source Zone. this resulted in a similarity between the two zones
which was almost entirely dependant on this single, widely distributed animal.
The same type of difficulty was encountered in the Winter Stable Depositing
Zone fauna where Caenidae was the only dominant taxon. Current speed through
the vegetation at Station Set was greater in the Winter than in the Dry Early
Summer so that the dominants differed from those at Station 3 in the Winter
but not in the Dry Early Summer.

However the comparison of doimnants from zone to zone in Fig. 15 does show
that the Source Zone community was different from that of other zones in
Winter. Omitting Ynis it was slightly more similar to the Stable Depositing
Zone community than to those of other zones on account of shelter from the
current in the Stable Depositing Zone. The Eroding Zone dominants were
always distinctive. In the Dry Early Summer the Stable Depositing Zone
dominants were very different from those of the Unstable DepositingZoile, but
in the Summer. when B. leIlzis was a dominant there was less difference between
the two zones. The Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone and the Un
stable Depositing Zone doininauts differed most in the Winter, but were identical
in the Summer when the environmeut in the two zones was most similar. In
neither the Winter nor the Summer were the Muddy High-lying Unstable De
positing Zone doininants similar to those of other zones. Cenirop(ilum exc?sune
was the oul dominant in the Dry Early Sununer in the Unstable Depositing
Zone (Stations 3 and Sa). It was also a dominant in the Sandy High-lying Un
stable Depositing Zone, but was rather rare in other zones in this season.

5. Discn-srion

a) Factors whi eli cont ribnte to the zonatiou of the fauna

Water temperatures differed little from zone to zone in the Vaai Dam catch
nient. In fact the Eroding Zone was followed downstream by a zone in which
mean temperatures were lower in two of the three seasons. Set against this
temperature background it is obvious that the decline in the importailce of
Eroding Zone animals from Station 21a to Station 21 cannot he ascribed to
rising temperatures, and must have been clue to other fac-tors, of w hieh the most
likely were changes in tile nature of the river bed and an increase in the ,ilthiess
of the environment. The High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone fauna is hn
portant in this respect as it show-s that many of the Eroding Zone animals
31’
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1-Towever there remains the quest ion of why the Stable and Lnstable Depo
siting Zone aniina Is do not invade the Eroding Zone. This would scent to be
largely a question of the food a vaila l)Ie in the ‘-a rious zones. and is shown
clearly by the animals from stones in the current. The (listinctive feature of the
St able Depositing Zone fauna was the increase in the numbers and variety of
animals such as the Elmidae. A rgyt-acl i.~ pe,-zop-s and the Chirononiidae which
would be likeJy to feed on the abundant aquatic vegetation, either direeti;-. or
as it decayed or on its Aufwuehs. This supply of food would be scarce in the
Eroding Zone and also in the Unstable Depositing Zone. It does, however. seem
likely that some of the characteristic lower river animals. in this case the Un
stable Depositing Zone animals. are also restricted to the lower zones by their
~ood requirements, as HARRIsoN and ELSW0RTU (1058) suggested. The lower
river species of iccurocaenis was found in large numbers only where there were
large amounts of silt, that is in the normal and Sandy High-lying Unstable
Depositing Zones. it was not found in the Muddy Nigh-lying Unstable Depo
siting Zone, possibly because conditions were too silty even for it. Be that as
it may. data on ~eui-ocaents from further down the Vaal River lend support to
the idea that the lower river species requires large amounts of silt (CHUTTER
iOiffl Ii). The other major taxon which increased in the Unstable Depositing
Zone w:— the Hvdropsvehidae (Triehoptera). These are filter feeders. but the
pre~t-n c~t large amounts of filterable food may in their case bc less closely
related ‘CU Zones than it was in _Veurocaen i-s. There are indications. such
as the ~:, --~telv large numbers of these animals in the Eroding Zone of the
Klip Hi that their numbers are related to the size of the river and the
distance it has flowed from its source.

HYNE5 (1963) suggested that a most important source of food for animals
found in the upper reaches of rivers is the organic material washed into the river
bed. The animals whose distribution has been described here tend to show that
he importance of alloehthonous organic matter increases down the course of

the river. However Hr~ots was evidently mainly discussing the fauna of streams
situated in close proximity to large deciduous forests. for an important source
of the food material lie described was the autumn leaf fall. The high interior
plateau of South Africa. in which the catehment of Vaal Damn lies. consists of
grass lands. There are no riverine forests and practically the only trees found
along the river banks are exoties. of which the weeping willow, SaUx babylonica,
is the most- important. HYSE5 (1961) showed that the animal productivity of
the Afon Hirnant is far greater in the winter, when it is based almost entirely
on allochthonous material than it is in the summer. which was the only season
when algal growth could have played a significant role. It appeai-s that the
situation is very different in the Vaal Dam catchment. in this summer rainfall
area the only period when alloehthonous material would naturally reach the
river in large quantities would be the summer. when it w-ould he washed in by
the rains. ~Vhen willow trees were introduced this may have changed somewhat,
but the question then arises as to whether any of the VaaI River fauna has
adapted itself to exploit the leaf fall as a source of food material. To judge by
the quantitative data on the fauna of stones-in-c-ui-rent and marginal vegetation
hiotopes at- Stations 21 an 3 (Tables 5. 10, 11). the stations regularly sampled
where willow trees were pleutifnl. it seems that if there was a faunal response to
leaf fall, it was not detectable by the admittedly not very refined methods used
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in this study. On the other hand the Dcv Early Summer was the period when
autoehthonous production of organic matter in the streams i’eaclicd a peak alit1
algae were most plentiful. The Dry Early Summer is the period when the water
is low, clear and warming up after the cold winter temperatures. The interesting
point about this is that the density of nearly alt the groups of animals recognised
in all the biotopes studied was lughest in the Dry Early Suinnier. This suggests
that the fauna as a whole n~av depend more on autoehthonous organic matter
as a food resource than does the fauna of streams in parts of the world where
the rainfall is more evenly spread through the year and where there is an ab
undant leaf fall. The only animals whose numbers seemed to respond to the
increase in the amount of allochthonous material were the lower river type of
.Ncurocaenzs and only at some sampling points, the 1-fvdropsyehidae, described
by HINES as ‘indiscriminate eaters of anything they catch’. Broils bellu.c was
also a Summer animal, but it is difficult to visualise this animal living mainly
on alloehtlionons material, for it is not a filter freder and lives in vegetation
exposed to the current, which in the VaaI Data Catehinent usually consists of
Scirpics in which detritus does not easily become entangled. An observation
made at Station 20, whose fauna has not been described here, has a hearing on
the importance of ant oehthonous organic niatter on st ream productivity in the
Vaal Dam Catehment. At this station (near Station 2la. Fig. 1) the entire fauna
was poisoned (probably by water from a cattle dipping tank) just before a
sampling visit and dead fish and crabs were lying on the margin of the stream.
Up to this time there had heem, no obvious algal growths om, the stones. Thu
subsequent recolonisation was followed up and the observation made that a
month after the poisouingthere was vervlittle fauna, hut the stones were covered
by a mat of Aufwuehs. This gradually decreased in amount as the fauna ri-
turned, suggesting that the grazing rate and the algal growth rate are normally
high in the stones-in-current iii the Vaal Dam eat ehment. as there was no evi
dence that the algal growth was due to a chemical change iii the ivoter.

b) River zonat ion

Hanniso~ (1965) suggested that the streams and rivets of Smith Africa.
including the Vaal, could he fitted into ILLtES (1961) ehassifieation of flowing
waters. Insofar as tlie~Vaal River is concerned HaRRiSoN suggested that what
has been described here as the Eroding Zone corresponding to ILLtES’ Rhitlimon
and the Stable Depositing and no ml a 1 Unstable Depositing Zones corresponded
to the Potamon. However the importance of silt and sand itt the zonation of
Vaal Dam Catehment streams and rivers had not at that t ilne been appreciated,
and so HARRISON made no provision for the Stable Depositing and the High—
lying Unstable Depositing Zones. [n fact HamusoN stated that it would lie
difficult usefully to clivid” the epipotamnon 2~evert hel,ss the division of the
epipotamon or Depositing Zone into Stable anti Unst a bk I arts has aided eon—
sick ral dv in u ndersta ml i hg t ii e relationship bet w eel, the la tim a tid the envi roil
nmemit in the catelunent of Vaal Darn it is mint at all titilikt’ly that in most
rivers the epipotamnon is ‘it her Stable or hnstable aid. as indeed was the ease
in the Vaal Dam C’atehinent. few rivers have both tvjmes oh conditions. In the
Ttigela system. time Mooi (OtTer and KENt; lOut) was tIn t’iil river which iii—
chided a zone (above timi’ village of \looi Ri s-er) in wI, ieli conditions approached
those of the Sta bk Diposi I log Zone.

I
I
I

c
ii.

I



H~-drol ii ologi cal studies in the en tehn,ent of Vaal Dam. Part 1 1ST

It is clear that neither FIARBISON nor TalEs had experience of river systems
I in which silt and sand were such i inportant environmental factors as t hey are
r iii the Vaul Dam Qatchment and for this reason they both pinpoint temperature
£ as the main factor limit lug the downstream distribution oft he typical mountain
1 ihu na. The Va a I Da in Catch itient studies have shown that t he dotvnst ream
5 distribution of these animals was apparently limited by silt and sand. This was

particularly clear iii the Sandy High-lying Unstable Depositing Zone and in the
Klein Vaal River. The downstream distribution of the mountain fauna iii the

- eatchment of Vaal Dam may also have originally been limited by rising tom-
C perattires..In this case what would appear to have happened is that siltation
I due to soil erosion has become limiting fiuther upstream than temperature.

The Stable Depositing Zone. or a zone similar to it, has not been recognised
in an~- of the other South African rivers so far studied. it seems. however, that
it may be similar to the upper Potamon of streams and rivers in parts of the
world in which there are not the strongly seasonal rainfall, scouring floods and

a heavy soil erosion that are so often found in South Africa. Here it would scent
that the extent of soil erosion and the violence of floods are more important
factors than the seasonal rainfall. Certainly some of the large rivers towards

a ‘ central Africa. such as the Okavango, show a- seasonal variation in flow but
a their depositing zone is stable and full of aquatic plants (personal observation).

The author agrees with HAurusoN and ILLIES that the sharpest change in the
C fauna of a. nonnal river such as the Great Berg occurs between the Rhithron
a and the Potamon. Where the river changes from Rhithron to Potanion, the
ci fauna of comparable biotopes such as stony runs or fringing vegetation in

current changes. \Vhere, however, the recognition of zones within the Rhithron
3’ is concerned, it seems that these have frequently been reeoginsed rather by the

general appearance of the river and the presence of certain types of biotopes
(cascades, waterfalls, stony baekwaters soft bottoms, sandy bottoms) than by
sharp changes in the composition of the fauna of single comparable biotopes,
such as stony runs. This was the ease in the Great Berg River where 1-LumEIsox
and ELswoltTn recognised rhithron zones between which faunal differences were

g small and represented trends. (~loiig the course of the whole rluthron. OnFF
- (1960) also found that the greatest discontinuity in the distribution of the

n Tugela- River fauna occurred where the river changes from lus Footlull Torrent
ci Zone to Ins Foothill Sand Bed Zone, that is where it changes from Rhithron to

Potamon. However OLn’F presented his data in such a way that it is difficult
1, to follow the faunal changes along the river, particularly insofar as gradual

decreases or increases in the abundance of species are concerned As far as
one can see from the data presented by OLIFF, his Rejuvenated River Zone (in

[0 the Potamon), while it was clearly distinguishable from the river profile. did

not have a- distinctive fauna of its own. Some 600 km below Vaal Dam at
1- Warrenton. the Vaal River also has what OLIFF would have called a Rejuvena
it tion Zone. Most of the stones-in-current animals found at ~Varrenton (CRUTTER,

1969 h) were also found above Vaal Darn in the Unstable Depositing Zone.
me What appears to happen in these rejuvenated areas is that the stones-in.eurrcnt

- lnotopes lie closer together than in other zones. Although the rejuvenation
-ci area is a- clear physical zone it is not a clear faunal zone because the majority

of important species found in it are not restricted to it alone.
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6. .S’u III uIi(1lif — & I
- (‘op•Ihe int-ertebra to fauna of three biotopes in the strea nis and livers gunk, rig up the catch— uior~

mont of Vaal Darn is described in relation to changes in the physical environment. Three I VS ES

major biological seasons are recognised: the rainy st’ni,ner season when flows are greatest.
floods Occur and there may be considerable movement of silt and sand in the rh-er beds;
the winter when flows arc low, the water clear and cold; the dry early summer when eondi- I nt.
tions arc similar to the winter, except that the water is warmer. The fauna was found to 11.1.1 ES.
var;- with thesa- Se 050118. .— I

The major factor with which the distribution of the fauna \vas correlated was the amount ~i thAN
of silt and sand present in the rh-er beds. It could not he shown, as has been snggested from
studies of other rivers, that the tlist,-ibut ion of the farina was i-egulated by tonI pern ture ~-

differences. It appeared that upper river species were limited to the upper river by their ,
inabilit;- to live in silty or sandy livers, while some lower river species ‘nay be limited to \l, 0Th-.
the low-er river by their feeding requirements. rn

~l l~ILK
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9. AppendiX

A complete list of all the significant taxa (except the Ciadocera and Copepoda)
recorded ditring the study and, in code form, of the biotopes, zones and seasons
in which they were significant is given below. Data from sampling points in
polluted parts of the rivers are included. Conditions at these stations (4. 5. 17,
ha. lib. lie and 42) are being described in a paper in preparation. The code
to the hiotopes, zones and seasons is as follows: —

i3iotopes I Zones

1. all biotopes l.a]l zones
2. stones in current 2. Source
3. stones out of current 3. Eroding
1. marginal vegetation in 4. Stable Depositing

etmrrent
5. marginal vegetation out of 5. Cnstable Depositing

current
6. Muddy High.lying Unstable

Depositing

32 immtermmatioaalc Revue, lid. 55. ii. 3
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‘4.

-5!

Seasons Zones

I. all seasons 7. Santh- F izh-lvint~ Unstable
Vcposi tint5

2. “inter 8. Stations where effluents
:-~. dcv earls- su tinier entered ri~-ers
4. siin)iner

The literature used to identify the aniniths listed ma\- be found ii nppeiidieesnn taxo—
noniv in OrICI—rER 190:3 and 11)07.

Animal Biotope Zone Seascu

5 2.4.8

2.3 3.4.5.8

Coelenterata
J-fy’li•’. sp.

‘Iurh,ellaria
Trieladirha

B habdu.:-oelida

Nen)ertea
lilt’

Nenia todri
Nematoda

Oligoehacta
L(mnod,jhrl spp

sp.
_‘ial-5 s}fli.
P~i.stinr, ~i~•
Dt to (A ‘~?OpF.oiu.s-) 97.
ffr,o ( B; in) Sp.

I• 5~t.

4.5 5.8
5 2.4.8

1
I

2.5 4.8 1

1 2.3.4.5.0.8

1
2,3

1

.7

45
4.5
2,3

.4;

If

$
3.4.5.0.8

S
S
S

2.4.5.0,7.8
S

.7

4

2.3
.7

1’

I.2,3
:3
3
0

I-li ru din en
3-uira ptr.sj lear 13L.tNcir:tnn
Ba(raeob’/41a ii hot ca (JoJT1tNs$oN)
Bat ra:o7”l€flq jitcan halo (BLANcir_~p.n)
liilobtitilq con;fe;-a (MooRE)

Ostracoda
Cypridop.six sp.

JliIocijpri_5 sp.

.l.socypri.s sp.
Fionocqpi-i.; 97.
Stcnocyp,’i.; S[).

Oo;itpliocylhra-e sp.
(‘yprhlla sp.

S
8
S
4

1

1
4

2.3.4

.7

3,4,5
4,5

.7
3,5

3
0

4.5.8.8
2.4.5.6.5
3.4.5.6,5
3.4.5.6.8
2,3.4.5.6.8

S

4.5JLs
4

:3,4,5,0,5

3

3
I

2,3
:3.4

1
2,3
2.3

1



I-Ivdro1~ioInu~ ~-a I udies iii the cat ehment of Va fl Darn. Part 1

.\ni ito! I3iotope Zone Season

l)ecolll)(I:i
Carldiu’i nilolica (P.110 cx) 5 4.3.11.5 1

lldraearl i Ia

J-Ivdraelinellae I 2,3.4.5.6 1
4.5 S 3.4

I’Ieeopl era
_V,ojiniu SplO (NE\vM.tN) 2 3.4.5 1

kj lIt C nicropt era
Eplioiun sp. 2 4 1
lint (Is (:1 rcnhdflu) sp. 2 :3 4
Bar/k 1.. has BanNan! 4.3 :1.4.5.6.8 1
i?ttiii~ 9h11W115 AUEW 2 5.8 1

2.4 4

Baths l,a,iisoii I ]lanx.;nn 2.4 3.4.7 1
3 :3 1

jj’ith~ /IIItL$ :\GNl~W 5 5 1
C~fl/afl(duhil excisu”, ILtnxann 2.3.1 3,4.5.6,7,8 1
&n(.ojdlhuni f/aeon’ (ri~ss 3 4 4
C. nienjAll an’ nit ‘liv,’, (‘tuss 3 3.4.5 4
Ci- a (nip/fl l’tii pa se 010 U IIASS 2 4 4
Ce,ifrop(fluIil pole/i runs (jj~.-tss 3.5 - 4.0
Cc H/I’Op(flIL to soda ft lean oaf In~sT.to K 2.3.4 3 1
Ct n(iap(duin 9)eeieS 1 2.3 3,7 1
Ccuhoj,/iht ni species 11 3 3 2
Es ( ,aloe/oro2l iiiaciila-’ii lit Qn.tss 2 3,4 2,3
Es, u,Ioeloc-on VIII O~li 5,1 13.t]INMtD 1 3 1

4 ~ 2

C/ac on 5]). nov. 3 5 4
Clacim afcicanum E.-P. 3.5 4.5.6 1
C/aeon spp.~ 5 2,4,6,8 1
Jfconurus Si). 2.3 3,4,5 1
Clioro/erpes (Eu(lsraulos) sp. 2.3 3,4.5,0,7 1
Adcnophltbia Sp. 2.3 ~,4 2,4
Xcizmocacnis Spp. 2 3 1

2 4,3,7,8 3,4

Caenidac 2,:3,4 3,4,5,0,7,8 1
Prosopis(oma sp. 2.3 4,5 1

Odonata
Cl,lorolc-r(cs sp. 5 3,7
Lesk’s sp. 5 L 4 2
Fscvdaqrion ci/ricala i3Anx.-\nn 5 4.5.6.8 1
J’scur/af/riolr ,i,,(rtl€ il-SC Ni s 4,5 3 1
J’~tzida’jiIon salisbury’-stse Rio 5 4.5.6,8 1
J’sc-vc!n’jnan tao/cuss CJIUTTER 4.5 5,8 1
Pscadayrian spp. 4,5 3.4.5,0,7,8 1
B naflagma spp. 5 2.5,8 1
:Iitax ~ 3 4 2.4
.-lcshna riley1 CaVEaT 2 3.4 1
:I&,na iii iflhlSCZilU MCLACIILAN 5 3,4 1

32
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lie niiptera
?i 1.903,8 •9~I’•

_Vychia maid’’: iii (SCOTT)
Spl,aei-odema eapensi.c (3Iavii~
Lriceoeo,-I., liiii if/Cu 118 (STALl
Rqnq(m paccipes Sroyop.E-r
Pie,, picamiu, liiü HCTCIIINSON

Plea puliuia ST~L
ilicu’oncctcm ri(ha,-ioiiq HUTCFIXNSON
JIicionec(a ‘urn idiot,: PoissoN
_)[icroneda .scuteiiari.s (STiR)
3IiC,ouli?da. spp.

Triehoptera
A Cthaioph,-q i,ta.ciflf (I 1LL31 ER

Ai,,j,h ipS7/Ci,P 5CC/trIG I~DTM [N5

(‘hcunmuiop.~yc/,e (ff10 (MosEr. v)
(‘hen unaiopsjjC/f thoina.y.,ni ( ULM ER)

(7hen rn’:iopsyche 5)). nov.
Iiydropsqel,e sp.
.JIacconenia Cr:pen.~e (~VAu~Ep~

0mm’ us sp p

.1/li cip .~ ones hacn.son, B.~RNAn I,

Alhm’ip.coties 9)).

J’araselodes Sj).

?Xyc/iop/iqia.r Sp.
Ilydropt ii’, ClOG Ill/a ( IJLN ER)

O”tho(ci,Joa S)fl).

O.r~jeih:ma Sp.
}iydroptilid — saud ease

Lepidoptera
A m’(Jyractis JieliOpis H AN ISON

iVyim,ph nm 5)).

Dytiseidac (Col.)
Laccoph ilus peil,icidus Sinne
Laccophimus ryclopi.s Su.un’
Potamm,o,,ec/e.s Caglans O~r ER-COOPER

Uea,’u.s pei’inyney; (H T.;.)

Dvtis~-id larvae

Etoiirlae (Cal.)
Jlicrorh nod,’.. in,n.waai icu~ UROeVELI,E

jlic,’o,ii,io,lcs j,ili.-.lcia/us I.) ELEVE

J’ach ycii,~ i reoi,cr.,’,c Unorv ELLE

1”, cl,,ic I ,,i s UI U I’(/ iii ata 1) El. E \ E

Loi,el,n is’ harm/son’ 1) ELEV E

I! (1111 i,tfl apsis bfl,ia DELkVF:

11dm im,ihopsi.s ‘:iliaia P ELEY E

•3.4.5.o.s
:3.4,5.6.3
2.4.5.8
3.1

0

2.3.4.5.5
2.5.6.8
2,4.5.6.3
2.3.4.6.7,8
2.:3.4,s,n.5

1

4,5
4.5.8
3.4
3.4.5.6.7.8

4.5.5
2.3 :l.4,5.~,g

5 8
5 3
3 3
5 4

2.:3
2.3 3.4.5.fj,s
4.5 3.4.5.6.7.5

2.4.5 2.3.4
2.3 3.1

5 4.5.6.8
5 6
5 3
5 3
5 2.3.4.5.3

2.3.4.5

t
4
4 1~
4

2.4

3

1

4

1
1

3.4
0

2.3

2.3
2.3

I
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.1

a

a
0

0

3,5
3,5
3.5
3,5

0

0

0

4
3.4

.1 4
4

4
2.3

2.4

4
0

:3.4

I$
4

4

4
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A ni inal Riot ope Zone e

JJclinii,fl,ocl,aris cristnla DaEvJt 2.3 3,4 1
Steno? ink gcxde~ Htsroy 2.3 2
Stenchn& tic nRa FTINT0N 2 4.5.8 1
Lqitclini~wfn:gflis DELEVE 2,5 3,4 2
El,nicl larva type 2
Elniid larva type 2 2,3 :3.4
E]niid larva typeS 3 :3.4 2.3
Elinid larva type 4 5 4 3
Elutid larva type Ci 2.3 3.4 1
Elmid larva type 7 2 3.4.5,6,8 1
Elinid larva typo 8 2 3,4

Gyrinidae (Cal.)
.1 ulonogyrns spp. larvae 2,4 3,4.5,7 1
Oteetogyrn-~ Spp. larvae 1 3.4 2,4

Haliplidae (Col.)
Hutliplidae, 2,4 1

Hvdmentdae (Cal.)
Nydnienid type A 4,5 2,3,4.5.6.7 1
Nydraenid type B 2,4,5 3.4.5.6 2.3
llvdraenid type C 2,4,5 3,5,6,7 1
Nydrae,iid type D 5 4 3
]lvdrae,iid type E 5 2,3 1
N~draienid type (1 5 2 2
Hydraenid type H 5 5 2
ii cdraenid larvae 4.5 3.4.5.6,7 2

Hydroj~ldlidae (Col.)
.Hvdropliilrd type A 5 3 3
N vclrop]nhd type U 5 2,5 1
livdrophilid larvae 5 2,4,5,8 4

Psepltenidae (Col.)
Enbrinna.r Ski. 2,3 3 2,4

Diptera -

Ti1,ulidae 2,3 3,4 2,3
~Ii,oplie?e.s sp. 5 3.4.5 1
Ctdc-:c ~1~- 5 2,~,4.5.6 3.4
Sin,u?ut In adei-si Pou £110 V 2,4 4.5.8 1
Sit,, 711111 itt ‘t?cocl:i occulentale FREE~[AN & 2,4 3 1

Di: 3Imr.L0N
Sinivilu in bequaert I C inaiNs 2 3 2
Sits titian, ?boei,s liE 3IEILLON 2.4 3 2
,Sitnnlinn, cli ntkii LEwis 2,4 5,8 1
Sin, nihi a’ ‘Ia innosu at TJli:0EsLD 2,4 4,5,8 1
Slain? mu, cleat titan, a, EounA p a 2 3 2
Sininlin,,, ‘jti.seicotte ]3EcltElt 2.4 5 4
Sin, all tin it’ipnl.ane liE 31 EJLJ.ON 2.4 3.4 2.3
Si,nnlzuni ?iiciuiahOIti ni; 31 EILLON 2.4 3,4,5.3 1
.9iinntittm nieciusaefoin,e PO)IEROY 2,4 3.4.7.8
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Methods used in the analysis of water samples were the same as those used by Atnx~~sor
(1961) with the following additions and e~ceeptions:
I~itrate nitrogen was determined by the method of MULLEn and WIDEMANY (1955);
Suiphates were determined by the method of VosLoo ~t S~uirsox (1958);

Hvdrobiologieal studies in the eate]unent of Vaal Dam. Part 1 $47

Fig. 1. Water courses, topography, sampling points (numbered) and towns in the eatelunent
of Vaal Dam. Only towns mentioned in the text are named.


